Road transport
Always going in the right direction with the
correct overview and tight planning.
In a business where only speed and efficiency matter, keeping an overview is not easily done. At the same
time, these two pillars cause your margins to shrink. Shockingly, some assignments are loss-making instead
of profitable. This emphasizes the need for efficient transport. You want to schedule the shipments of your
customers so that they arrive at the destination at low cost in a good condition. Without having to comprise
your service standards. Is this all realistic? Or is it too much to take into account?
With Boltrics’ road transport software you support all activities of third-party logistics (3PL). Our solution has been
developed with input from the entire industry. This way you are assured of all relevant functionalities for you as a
transporter. Keep an overview of your costs and benefits, set agreements in detail and book an efficiency win by
digitalization and automation. Enjoy all features and take full advantage of the emerging market.

Road transport software for everyone
Boltrics’ software has been developed specifically for
logistics service providers and therefore offers
solutions for all types of transporters. Whether you
offer transport for third parties with your own trucks or
outsource everything to carriers: the extensive features
in our software will help you on your way.
Manage orders from request to invoicing
Successful transporters make the difference in
efficiency. And in your field you can book a lot of
efficiency in the order process. In Boltrics’ TMS you
easily define and manage transport orders until they
are invoiced. One-time entry, because planners, drivers
and customers (via the customer portal) have access to
the same information. No more double or incorrect
entries and no more back and forth phone calls.
Make the most out of your driven miles
Another very important aspect of efficient transport is
the optimal use of your resources. You do not want
drivers to wait unnecessarily or trucks leaving your
premises half full. In our TMS you can quickly and
easily set up the loose transport orders. Register, for
example, individual bookings for each destination and
then link them as partial shipments to a container file.
The software takes the total weight and size of the
partial shipments into account. You then compile this
into one ride and link it to a truck, trailer or driver.
Generate and send documents automatically
Have you entered the orders and rides correctly? If all
data in the TMS is correct, the required documents are
required automatically. Think about a CMR, loading list,
ride tickets and a manifesto. But also the required
customs documents. Do you want to inform your
partners immediately? You can easily automate the
sending of the (digital) documents if you wish.
Exchange data between cross-dock depots
Working fast and efficiently is not always easy. This
requires continuous information exchange between
cross-dock depots and trucks, but non-stop calling
each other is not necessarily efficient. With Boltrics’
TMS you can realize fast and reliable exchange
between these parties, making smart planning of
shipments much easier.

Whatever you transport, our software rides along
Do you feel like a road transporter? Then you do not
have to doubt whether our software offers solutions to
your problems. Do you transport Less Than Load (LTL)
with groupage? Or Full Load Trucks (FTL) for multiple
clients? Or maybe you commit yourself to one
customer and you solely drive around for this party. In
all these cases you have come to the right place at
Boltrics.
Set tariff agreements in detail at customer level
Do you sometimes lose an overview of all agreements
you have made with your customers? Or do you have
to dig through thick files to find the deal? With TMS
Contracts you set up tariff agreements in the system. If
a customer places an order, the system automatically
connects the right agreements to that specific order.
With one push on the button you generate a quotation
and the order is accepted in the system.
Save loads of time with automatic invoicing
All of the beforementioned makes the following course
of events possible. A driver delivers the goods to your
customers on time. After unloading the truck, the
customer approves the load and the Proof of Delivery.
He does this by putting his signature in the mobile
application of the driver. This is directly linked to the
TMS, so that the tariff agreements with that customer
are brought forward. In this way an invoice is
automatically created and sent to the customer. The
extent to which you apply human checks to this
process is completely up to you.
Keep a clear overview with graphical planning
Your planners are of great importance for the success
of your transport company. They plan the trips as
efficiently as possible, so that you make optimum use
of the available resources. With Boltrics’ graphical
planning board, in collaboration with DIME.Scheduler,
you facilitate this task for your planners. By visualizing
the trips they know which cargo is where and whether
it runs according to schedule. With this overview they
know exactly where bottlenecks arise and where you
actually achieve successes.

Make optimum use of available resources
In the current transport landscape, where staff is
scarce, you must make efficient use of the available
resources. In addition, the pressing margins also force
you in this direction. with resource management, you
register all your trucks and drivers in your TMS and
therefore improve your insight. This way you know for
example when a truck needs maintenance, an
employee’s driver’s license expires, or how much fuel
has been used in a job.
Explore every journey with complete traceability
If there is something wrong with a truckload, you want
to know in detail what happened to it. Where has it
been? Who transported it? And for the food industry:
when and by whom was it produced? With Boltrics’
solution, where barcodes are often the basis, you
always know exactly where articles are and where they
have been. This way you can always inform your
customers and clients correctly.
The most advantageous outsourcing of services
Do you (partially) outsource your transport orders? No
problem. Because our software effortlessly supports
processes, such as buying and selling transport
services. Or forwarding- and expeditor-services as you
like. Does it turn out that relying on an external
transporter is cheaper? With the supplier comparison
in your TMS, choosing the most advantageous option
is done in no time. By also keeping surcharges in mind,
you will not be surprised. Not even in hindsight.

Matching purchases and transport orders
Naturally, you like to keep control over your costs.
Therefore, our software offers you to besides
managing your logistics activities, a way to manage
your finances as well. Directly match incoming invoices
with the agreements made during the logistics
trajectory. This way it becomes really easy to
outsources rides and enlarge your margins. If desired,
this process can become entirely automated with our
Document Capture module. This helps you digitally
save your documents and purchase invoices are
automatically created and matched.
All information insightful for your customer
Save time and improve your information provision
towards your customers at the same time with our web
portal. With Boltrics’ customer portal, your customers
have 27/7 access to all the information you want to
show them. They do not have to call you for questions,
but they have access to online real-time datasets. Does
your customer prefer update e-mails? Check. Because
with our software you can automatically send
notifications, including relevant documents attached.
Do you want to go one step further in automating the
process? Then directly communicate the latest status
with your customer’s system via data integration. This
possibly saves you discussions afterwards.
All benefits together
• Transport management for own and external
carriers
• Manage orders from request to invoicing
• Optimum utilization of driven miles
• Very efficient use of cross docks
• All your resources managed transparently
• Set detailed tariff agreements at customer level
• Automated processes from an order to invoice
• Visualize your profit with graphical planning
• Send customs documents automatically
• Always up-to-date software

Our solution
Knowing that logistics service providers independently try to reinvent the wheel, inspired Boltrics to develop a branch
standard. One solution that the entire branch puts it weight behind. A proven standard, always state-of-the-art solution
– thanks to the development power of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central. Fast, lean and decisively implemented
by Boltrics, exactly according to plan. Without time-consuming customization.
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